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Casino score crazy time. Top Slot Matched. Slot Result Spin Result Multiplier. Crazy Time Live

Statistics. Crazy Time is a unique live casino game show game. Catch the game in live action on
CasinoScores along with all the relevant stats and info you may require. On Crazy Time Live Scores you
can find statistics for the following: Spin History Latest Top Multipliers Top Slot Matched Wheel Result.
Spin History. Find the latest spins results including the slot above the money wheel. Top Slot Matched

Wheel Result. Ever wanderers how often the top slot actually hits the same as the money wheel in Crazy

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


Time? Find the stats here. What is Crazy time? Crazy Time is a live game show created by Evolution.
The main feature in the live casino game is the colourful Money Wheel, which has the ability to trigger

one of the 4 bonus rounds - Pachinko, Cash Hunt, Coin Flip and lastly Crazy Time. The Bonus Rounds.
Crazy Time is home to 4 different bonus rounds; Pachinko, Cash Hunt, Coin Flip and Crazy Time. Cash
Hunt. When you first enter the bonus round you will discover a grid of 108 different multiplier prizes which
players can win. The dealer will pull the big Golden lever, scrambling all the prizes on the grid and hiding

them under colourful icons consisting of a Star, jokers hat, parcel, rabbit, cactus, a cupcake, and a
chicken. You’ll then see a sniper scope appear on the grid, which you can move around with your mouse

to shoot one of the icons revealing a prize. Coin flip. Coin Flip involves flipping coins. There will be a
screen which displays a coin which has one blue face and one red face. Once the coin stops flipping it
will display two different multipliers. Beneath the screen, there will be a bowl which holds another coin.

This coin will then flip at the screen hitting either the blue or red coin. Depending on which coloured face
of the coin it hits will determine your prize. Did you know? Evolution Gaming has created a stand-alone

gameshow that is based on the original Coin Flip bonus game, called “Crazy Coin Flip”, which combines
elements of live game shows and online slots. Click here to read more about the Crazy Coin Flip

gameshow. Pachinko. At the bottom of the bonus, there will be a row of prizes lined up. The idea of the
round is that an electronic ball will be dropped at the top of the reels, slowly making its way down to the

prizes(similar to pinball and connect 4). Crazy Time Bonus Game. Crazy Time is a live game show
created by Evolution. The main feature in the live casino game is the colourful Money Wheel, which has
the ability to trigger one of the 4 bonus rounds - Pachinko, Cash Hunt,Coin Flip and lastly Crazy Time.
Crazy Time Bonus Game. Crazy Time is the last and final bonus round you can explore. With a fun and
wacky background, you can expect to find a big wheel surrounded by floating octopus, ballows, trains

and much more! The wheel has three different coloured flappers - yellow, green or blue. At the beginning
of the round, you need to select which flapper you want to use. The wheel which displays multiple

different multipliers will then be spun. Once the wheel comes to a stop, your prize will be determined by
the coloured flapper you chose at the beginning. 
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